
Who Sings the Monody 669-79 in 

Euripides' Hippolytus? 

Svein {j)sterud 

THE ASSIGNMENT of speakers in manuscripts is not binding.1 This 

truism underlies Wesley D. Smith's attribution of lines 669-79 

of Euripides' Hippolytus to the Nurse when he argues that Phae

dra is off stage from 600 to 680.2 Although his article was published 

four years earlier than Barrett's monumental edition, Barrett seems to 

have overlooked it.3 I find Smith's views worth considering, however, 

and I hope to support them by further arguments. Smith's assignment 

of the monody 669-79 to the Nurse instead of Phaedra is based on the 

following arguments: (1) the lament does not belong to the sequence 

of thought which starts with Phaedra's resolution to commit suicide 

in 599-600 and continues with her adding another plan to this one 

(682ff); (2) the vocabulary and style of the lament are wholly charac

teristic of the Nurse and serve as a reminiscence and summary of her 

part in the play; (3) the information offered by the Chorus immedi

ately after the lament would be redundant if Phaedra had delivered 

the lament. 

In this essay I propose to enlarge the list of arguments by presenting 

others of linguistic, stylistic, psychological and structural nature, but 

I ask to be forgiven ifI sometimes, for the fullness of argument, repeat 

things which have already been pointed out by Smith. 

Most Mss assign the opening lines of the monody (669-71) to the 

Chorus and the rest (672-79) to Phaedra. 4 The division between two 

different speakers, which has nothing to recommend it, may have 

originated in the fem. plur. ccpaAELcaL, which some scribe may have 

found improbable in Phaedra's mouth. Indeed it is a natural assump-

1 See EUripides, Medea, ed. D. L. Page (Oxford 1952) pp. xxxvii-xli. 

I W. D. Smith, "Staging in the Central Scene of the Hippolytus," TAPA 91 (1960) 162-77. 

3 EUripides, Hippolyws, edited with Introduction and Commentary by W. S. Barrett (Ox-

ford 1964). 

, Only A and B (in ras.) attribute 669-71 to Phaedra. 
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tion that ccpaAEtcat implies more than one speaker. Yet there is another 

alternative: that ccpaAEtcat is spoken by a person who sees herself as a 

member of a group of women sharing the same plight. One may 

argue, as Barrett does (p.287), that the subject to ccpaAEtcat is 'we 

women', i.e. the female sex in general, especially since the speaker 

begins by bemoaning the tragedy of the whole sex. But at this stage 

the speaker is no longer concerned with the misfortune of woman

kind which she described in the opening lines. There is a clear-cut 

break between 669 and 670, where the speaker turns to the plight with 

which one is faced right now (viiv 670). It is inconceivable that Phaedra, 

if she is the speaker, includes the whole female sex when mentioning 

her present shortcoming. In tragedy a woman can employ the plural 

when she speaks of herself, but that would have to be masc. pI. (here: 

ccpaAlVTEc), as for instance in 349 (KEXP7JJLlvot). 5 Hence, if Phaedra is the 

speaker, no one will hesitate to take ccpa>"Etcat to mean "the Nurse and 

I have failed"-a statement which will have serious consequences for 

our understanding of Phaedra's character. Such a statement would be 

akin to a confession that she has had a hand in the Nurse's scheme to 

procure Hippolytus. And this would obviously be inconsistent with 

the scene in which Phaedra is taken in by the Nurse's ambiguous talk 

about the pharmacon she has in store for her.6 

The scholiast's comment on line 670 is worth considering.7 The 

sentiment which he paraphrases thus, ccpa>"Etcat TfjC J>..7T180C 8t'7jc 

7TPOCE8oKWJLEV 7TEtcat aVTOV E7T' ~v cXJLapT{av, is one which fits only the 

Nurse, provided that the scholiast does not conceive of Phaedra as a 

character without moral scruples who goes to any length to involve 

Hippolytus in a love-affair.8 Murray's critical apparatus is misleading 

on this point and should be corrected.9 In his note on lines 669-79 

Barrett maintains that "the true ascription given by BA, is implicit 

also in the scholiast's comment (NBV) on 669-71." I fail to see how 

Ii See J. Wackemagel, Vorlesungen aber Syntax II (Basel 1926) m. 
e I wholly agree with Barrett's interpretation of the scene in which the Nurse proposes 

to resort to a love magic (507ff). D. J. Conacher, Euripidean Dral1Ul, Myth, Theme and Stnicture 

(Toronto 1967) 40, goes along with Barrett on this point, stating that "a certain ambiguity 

hangs over this entente at which Phaedra and the Nurse finally arrive ... " William M. 

Calder's (CP 60 [1965] 280) vindication of Wilamowitz's view (Euripides Hippolytos [Berlin 

1891] 208ff), that Phaedra is aware of what kind of charm the Nurse has in mind, misjudges 

both the style of this scene and the character drawing in the play. 

7 E. Schwartz, Scholia in Euripidem II (Berlin 1891) 84. 

8 Smith, op.cit. (supra n.2) 169 n.9, interprets the scholiast's comment similarly. 

• G. Murray, ed. Euripidis Fabulae I (Oxford 1902). 
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Barrett arrives at this conclusion. I do not attach to the scholiast's as

signment any weight as evidence, but point out that the confusion 

over the assignment of the different lines of the monody is even 

greater than is usually assumed. 

Yet in this case the scholiast appears to have hit upon the right solu
tion. The only character who can say c¢aAE'ica£ and imply another 

woman is surely the Nurse, who before putting her plan into action 

has taken care to secure, albeit under false pretences, Phaedra's 

approval. It is part of her stratagem to act at all times with the approv

al of Phaedra. We have seen earlier in the play that Phaedra's blunt 

refusal to acquiesce in the Nurse's first plan, namely to secure Hippo

lytus' affection by a spell, compels the Nurse to try another pro

cedure. It is important, I think, that we conceive of the Nurse as a 

character who would never think of taking any step without Phae

dra's blessing. It would appear that much of the irony of Phaedra's 

fate lies in the fact that she has in a way endorsed the line of action 

which the Nurse has initiated.10 Therefore, if c¢aAEtCCXL refers to the 

fact that her scheme has failed, the Nurse is to some extent justified in 

including Phaedra. 

In line 678 Barrett has adopted Wilamowitz's fanciful emendation 

'lTEpaV against the unanimous manuscript reading 'lTapov. This emenda

tion is unnecessary and brought forth by the preconception that 

Phaedra is the speaker. Obviously one expects from Phaedra, who is 

now on the brink of death, an allusion to what is at hand, and Wila

mowitz's emendation provides such a sinister allusion. II€pav •.. 

;pxera£ f3lov would mean 'is moving to the other side of life', that is, 

death. This emendation provides with OVCEK'lTEpa-rov a curious play on 

words which one should beware of using as an argument in favour of 

adopting 'lTEpav. I take the statement to be no allusion to death but yet 

another comment on the trouble that afflicts them. Meridier's inter

pretation of the line seems quite acceptable if we disregard the fact 

that he attributes the whole monody to Phaedra: HL' epreuve qui est 

sur nous dresse a notre vie un infranchissable obstacle." (It should be 

admitted that Meridier has to accept Weil's slight emendation f3lcp.)ll 

This seems to me the only way of establishing between the previous 

statement and this one the kind of connection which the use of y&.p 

10 The sophistic rhetoric which the Nurse applies in her conversation with Phaedra is 

well brought out by B. M. W. Knox, "The Hippolytus of Euripides," yeS 13 (1952) 10-12. 

11 Euripide, texte etabli et traduit par Louis Meridier, II (Paris 1965). 
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presupposes: there can be no help from god or mortal because the 

plight with which they are confronted is inevitable. These statements 

reveal no profound insight into human conditions, but the Nurse has 

uttered platitudes before (186£1), and I can see no justification for 

Barrett's attempt to squeeze a more subtle meaning out of lines 

677-78. 

We shall now, after these arguments of a basically linguistic nature, 

try to bring out how the various statements of the monody relate to 

the speaker, being well aware that such examination can bring no 

conclusive evidence. 

The outburst concerned with the tragic lot of womankind which 

opens the monody, is a natural reaction from any woman who has 

listened to and felt insulted by Hippolytus' cynical denunciation of 

the whole female sex. The Nurse, who has been directly addressed 

and whose behaviour has been condemned by Hippolytus, has no less 

cause for lamenting the lot of womankind than Phaedra. Even the 

women of Troizen who make up the Chorus and have been on the 

stage during Hippolytus' tirade may be expected to utter such a state

ment on behalf of the abused sex. 

It is only when the speaker begins to picture her present plight (in 

670) that the modern reader, without the playwright's own stage 

directions, is able to identify her with some degree of probability. We 

have seen above that ccpa>"E'icaL is a stumbling block to those who 

attribute the whole monody to Phaedra; so are, to a certain extent, 

the two plural predicates £XO/LEV (670) and ETVXO/LEV (672) and the 

plural pronoun ~/L'iv (677), all of which must be understood on the 

basis of ccpa>"E'icaL. It is not in itself problematic that the plural predi

cates £XO/LEV and ETVXO/LEV are followed by the singulars Efa>..vfw (673) 

and KPVI/JW (674) and the plural pronoun ~/L'iv by the singular EydJ (679), 

since it is quite common in Greek that a person is referred to alter

natively by singular and plural predicates or pronouns.12 But the 

alternation between plurals and singulars becomes precarious in a 

paragraph where the subject is now a group of people ('we women'), 

now a single person (Phaedra). On the assumption that the monody 

is sung by Phaedra, it is doubtful whether the audience would be able 

to see that £XO/LEV, ETVXO/LEV and ~/L'iv refer to her alone. Hence it is 

only when we take the Nurse to be the speaker that the plurals are 

11 See Wackernagel, op.cit. (supra n.5) 98. 
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really in point. Then they will, together with cc/)(xA€icaL, serve the pur

pose of separating the statements which bear on the compound sub

ject 'Phaedra and I' from those which bear on the Nurse alone. On the 

Nurse's line of argument it makes perfectly good sense to include 

Phaedra when she talks about the abortive scheme, since she clings to 
the idea that what has happened is the result of their joint policy. 

Some arguments based on style and character may be added. 

It is fair to say, I think, that ,rtvac vvv 'rlxvac gx0P-€V ~ A6yovc I cc/>a

A€icaL Ka8ap-p-a AV€LV A6yov is uttered by a character who is used to 

seeking practical devices (rlxvaL) to extricate herself (and others) from 

a predicament. This is in fact the most characteristic feature of the 

Nurse; suffice it to recall her proud words about feminine resourceful

ness earlier in the play (480f): 

'I' ",,, '.1. ' , " '" '(;' " TJ Tap av O'f'€ y avop€c €S€VPOL€V av 
'\..... ,~ , 

H p':1J yvVatK€C fLTJXavCl.C €VPTJCOfL€V. 

It is also significant that the Chorus use the word T1xvCl.t ('devices') in 

680 to characterize the Nurse's unfortunate contrivance. IS Phaedra's 

attitude is different, it seems, from the practical device-contriving one 

which informs lines 670-71 as well as the maxim quoted above. She 

has already intimated what her answer to the inextricable tangle will 

be (599f): 

, .,.'" \ \" 8 ~" , OVK otoa 7TI\TJV EV' KaT aVELV OCOV Taxoc. 
_....., I JI I 

TWV VVV 7TCl.POVTWV 7TTJp-aTWV Cl.KOC p-OVOV. 

And if she hesitates to put this plan into action it is not because she 

wavers and seeks other solutions, but because there are still matters 

to which she has to attend. Her decision is definitive; it only remains 

for her to give the traitorous Nurse a piece of her mind and to tell 

how she proposes to secure her own €VKAHCI.. 

The next clause, ETVXOfL€V 8{,Kac (672), is simply an extension of 

cc/>aA€icat, since in the Nurse's opinion the moral quality of an act is 

relative to its degree of success. "We have met with our deserts" is 

one way of saying that their scheme has proved useless. When the 

Nurse shortly afterwards has to defend herself against Phaedra's 

merciless abuse, she posits that success is the measure of one's moral 

13 It should be noted that AOYOL, which is found emphatically placed in both 670 and 671, 

is referred to again and again as the Nurse's instrument besides her love charm. See Knox, 

op.cit. (supra n.lO) 10. 
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reputation. She herself would have been reckoned amongst the wise 

people, she states (700f), if her efforts had been crowned with success: 

,~, .,. ,,, _I:. "", J. ~ .,. 
E' ° EV Y E7Tpu.c:;a, Kap'T av EV C0<p0tCLV 'TJ' 

\ \' \ \ J. ' , 0 7TPOC 'Tac 'TVxac yap 'Tac <ppEvac KEK'T'TJILE a. 

It is from this point of view that the Nurse refers to her deed as a 

'wrongful deed' (&8tKWV EPYWV) in 676. For her the deed is wrongful 

because it has proved abortive. 

It is hard to see how Phaedra could say €rUXOILEV 8tKac CI have met 

with my deserts") and then start blaming it all on the Nurse. Ad

mittedly she feels massive guilt about her love for Hippolytus (ef 

239ff), but &8tKWV EPYWV can hardly be a reference to her passion for 

her stepson. Besides, what is being bemoaned in the monody is the 

calamitous turn the action has taken, and there is no evidence that 

Phaedra feels responsible for that. On the contrary, she has from the 

very beginning struggled against her passion, groping for an honour

able outcome of her shameful situation (246-49, 331, 392-402). Her 

dismal appearance is a symptonl of her inner tension, and her vacilla

tion between different responses, reticence, self-conquest and suicide, 

should be interpreted as a manifestation of genuine moral en

deavour.14 When despite her virtuous efforts she is betrayed, the 

proud Phaedra straightway lays the blame on the Nurse. 

One should beware of inferring from the following statement 

(403f), as some commentators do, that Phaedra's moral code is shallow 

and that she is prepared to do any deed provided that there are no 

witnesses: 
, , , " , \ 0' \' EILO' yap E"'TJ /L'TJ'TE I\(XV aVEtV KCXI\CX 
", ,~, 1 ,\ , " 

IL'TJ'T CXtCXPCX 0pwcT/ /Lap-rvpcxc 7TOI\I\OVC EXEtV' 

The purpose of this statement is to make it plausible that Phaedra can 

go to the length of accusing Hippolytus, in her letter to Theseus, of 

having driven her to death by his illicit desires. But even though 

Phaedra is innately concerned with her EVKAEtCX, her conduct is by and 

large based on more profound standards.15 She is sincere, I believe, 

14 It is commonly alleged amongst the critics that it is Phaedra's genuine moral disposi

tion which distinguishes her from Phaedra in the earlier version of the surviving play, who 

is completely at the mercy of her infatuation. 

111 Conacher, op.cit. (supra n.6) 41 n.19, comments on Phaedra's dedsion to incriminate 

Hippolytus as follows: "Whatever her motives, it must be admitted that this decision re

presents a considerable fall from grace on Phaedra's part, the first and only breach in the 
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when she vents her loathing of the adulteress who hides her reckless

ness and professes virtue (413f): 

~ C;-\ \ \ ''/'' \' \' 
JLLCW OE Kat TCt.C cW'f'povac JLEV EV l\oYOtC, 

\'0 c;- \ , \ '\ \ , 
1\Ct. pC[- OE TOI\JLCt.C OV KCt.I\Ct.C KEKT7]JLEVCt.C" 

We believe her when she says that she would find the consciousness 

of a secret guilt insupportable (415ff). And indeed no feeling of guilt 

is to be detected in the words Phaedra utters after her secret has been 

divulged, only a profound bitterness and a feeling that she has been 

put to shame by others, by the Nurse who has betrayed her and by 

Hippolytus who has sneered at her passion. It is clear to her that she 

will suffer from what another person has done amiss (cCcc d.JLCt.PT{Ct.C, 

690); and when she hangs herself, it is partly because she thereby 

wreaks vengeance on the self-assured Hippolytus (725ff).16 

It is impossible on linguistic grounds to identify the speaker of the 

rhetorical questions in lines 673-76 and of the outburst which ends the 

monody (679). Yet their emotional character and their metrical form 

(lyric iambics) do not seem to correspond with Phaedra's frame of 

mind at this stage. We remember that when she learned that her 

secret was out, there was no wild outburst, only the quietude of 

resignation, and the metre employed was spoken iambics (565-600).17 

At the end of that speech (600) she declares that she has resolved to 

commit suicide, and not long after she speaks with determination of 

her plan to destroy Hippolytus. But these lines reveal the over

wrought, self-dramatizing attitude which the Nurse has displayed 

once before (353-61). That her reaction this time should be taken no 

more seriously than her previous outburst is clear from lines 695-701 

and 705. Surely the tone of the lament corresponds better with the 

Nurse's pattern of reaction than Phaedra's. Further, if arguments 

<noble' characterization for which we have been arguing; however, as we have already 

noted, the main dramatic purpose of that characterization in relation to Hippolytus has 

already been fulfilled by this time." 
16 The causation here is more subtle, I think, than is held by G. M. A. Grube. The Drama 

of Euripides (London 1941) 185, and by W. Zurcher. Die Darstellung des Menschen im Drama 

des Euripides (Basel 1947) 86. Both appear to regard revenge as the main motive for Phae

dra's suicide. 

11 The distribution of 'singing parts' in the play cannot help us to identify the singer. 

since neither Phaedra nor the Nurse has any other 'singing parts'; only Theseus does. 
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from style carry any weight, the Nurse is more likely than Phaedra to 

pose the following question (675-77): 

'''()~' ''''''{3 ~ 'TtC av E"WV apwyoc TJ 'TtC av P0'TWV 

, ~ " i:. "~, " 1TapE"0pOc TJ SVVE"pyoc aotKWV E"pywv 

cPavE"tTJ ; 

Earlier in the play the Nurse in similar terms prayed to a goddess for 

help. Before setting to work she requested Cypris' aid in carrying out 

her purpose (522f): 

, ,~, , K' 
p,ovov cv p,Ot, OE"C1TOtva 1TOV'Tta V1TPL, 

, " 
CVVE"PYoc E"LTJC 

Immediately after the lament the Chorus address Phaedra in the 

following way (680f): 

cPE"V cPE"V, 1Tl1TpaK'TaL, KOV Ka'TWp()WV'TaL 'TlXVaL, 
~ , ~ A " A ~'" OE"C1TOLVa, 'TTJC CTJC 1TPOC1TOI\OV, KaKWC ° E"XE"L. 

If we assume that Phaedra is the singer of the lament, is it conceivable 

that the Chorus start informing her about the very thing she has be

wailed in the preceding lyric? The person who sings the monody is 

deeply concerned about the present situation; there is no need for her 

to be enlightened by the Chorus about how things stand. The piece of 

information given by the Chorus in 680f has the character of a resume 

of the monody for the benefit of a character who has not heard it. I 

subscribe, in other words, to Smith's theory that Phaedra has been 

absent from stage for a while and that she reenters at 680. 

The view that Phaedra exits at 600 has been held by other critics. It 

was assumed by Dorpfeld and Reisch that Phaedra exits into the 

women's quarter at line 600.18 Matthaei, considering the same idea, 

draws attention to the difficulty entailed if Phaedra is assumed to be 

present during Hippolytus' speech: "It is not clear whether Phaedra 

is meant to leave the stage before this, when Hippolytos bursts out of 

the house (1. 600), and return when he goes off (1. 668), in which case 

we must suppose that her nurse or the women repeated Hippolytos' 

words to her, or whether she remains on the stage during his long 

speech, either seen by him (so Wilamowitz), or unseen. Whichever it 

be, we have to consider why she does not believe that Hippolytos will 

keep his word and not betray her to Theseus. He expressly says he will 

18 W. DorpfeldJE. Reisch, Das griechische Theater (Athens 1896) 204. 
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not do so, yet she acts as though he certainly would." 19 More recently 

David Grene has voiced a similar opinion: «She retires into the palace 

through one of the side doors just as Hippolytus issues through the 

central door, dogged by the nurse. Phaedra is conceived of as listening 

behind the door during the entire conversation between the nurse 
and Hippolytus."2o In fact, Matthaei and Grene differ only in the 

manner in which they account for Phaedra's familiarity with Hippol

ytus' speech (616-68). But is it beyond question that Phaedra knows 

more than what she learned from eavesdropping at Hippolytus' and 

the Nurse's loud and agitated voices inside the palace (565ff) and what 

she is now told by the Chorus (680) ? I am inclined to agree with Smith 

when he argues that there is no evidence that Phaedra has been in

formed about Hippolytus' speech, let alone has listened to it. Neither 

does she in her dialogue with the Nurse (682ff) discuss any of the points 

raised by Hippolytus, nor can his vilification of all womankind explain 

her later course of action. Surely it is enough for her to know that her 

secret is betrayed, and that is clear already at 589-90. Thus I fail to 

see that Phaedra's knowledge of Hippolytus' tirade is necessary, as 

some critics have it, to motivate her suicide as well as her denunciation 

of Hippolytus as her seducer. 

Conacher seems to take Phaedra's last words as an ironical sneer 

provoked by and answering the last words in Hippolytus' tirade. 21 

True, there is an evident correspondence between (667f) Hippolytus' 

", ,\ ..J. Af;!f;!l;' 
TJ VVV 'T£C aVTac Cw..,.,POVf: LV OLoa." aTW J 

'" "" , "" ~" f3' " TJ KaJL f:aTW TaLCO €1T€JL aLJI€W a€L. 

and (728-31) Phaedra's 

, , , " I , 

aTap KaKOV ')If: XaT€Pcp ')I€V7JcoJLaL 

() ,..,,,, 't' ..... \' \ "" ,.... ,.. 
avovc , tV £tOTl JL'T} TTt TOtC £JLOtC KaICOtC 

t ./_ \ \, A' ~ \ '" f;!' 
V..,., ,/I\OC €tvaL' TTJC VOCOV O€ TT)CO€ JLOL 

KOLvfj JLf:Tacxwv CWCPPOVf:LV JLa(J~Cf:TaL. 

But both these statements are part of the continuous discussion of 

cWCPPOV€LV and cwcppocvV7J which the play provides and should not be 

taken to indicate that Phaedra has had the opportunity to hear Hippol

ytus' speech. It is part of the irony of the play that both Hippolytus 

11 L. E. Matthaei, Studies in Greek Tragedy (Cambridge 1918) 96f. 

10 D. Grene in The Complete Greek Tragedies, ed. D. Grene and R. Lattimore: Euripides I, 

Hippolytus (Chicago 1955) 188. 

11 Conacher, op.cit. (supra n.6) 41. 

4-G·R.B.S. 
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and Phaedra lay claim to cWcPpocrJV'Y], denying it of their opponent, and 

that this claim in both cases is contradicted by their behaviour. Hence 

their reciprocal criticism should be understood not as a 'dialogue' 

between drama tis personae (Hippolytus is of course absent from the 

stage when Phaedra utters her last words), but rather as the play

wright's revelation of his characters through dramatic irony.22 

I do not think it necessary to assume that Phaedra, in order to say 
fI t .'" A \. \ ~ ,~ ~ I '.1_ \ ,., h h d Hi LV EL0'll fLTJ TTL 'TOLC EfLOLC KaKOLC V'f"I/\oc ELVaL, must ave ear p-

polytus' vilification of all women. This statement, which is rendered 

by Barrett (p.297) with "that he may know not to make my trouble 

an occasion for his high airs," is based on an assumption which 

Phaedra is fully capable of making, especially since she is familiar 

with Hippolytus' haughty temperament and has overheard his in

dignant reaction to the Nurse's proposal. 

The attempts made by Matthaei and Grene to account for Phae

dra's familiarity with Hippolytus' speech are in my mind not only 

superfluous, but also misleading. Matthaei is aware of the contradic

tion inherent in the supposition that Phaedra overhears Hippolytus 

declaring that he will keep his word and not betray her to Theseus, 

and yet she acts as though he certainly would.23 Her own words (689-

92) leave no doubt that she is convinced that Hippolytus will betray 

her: 

... "A 8 ' ../..' OV'TOC yap OPYll CVV7'E TJYfLEVOC 'f'pEvac 

• ~ 0' C'..... ,'f I 
EpEL Ka TJfLwV 7Ta'TpL cac afLap'TLaC, 

£PE'i 8£ llL'TOE'i 'TCp ylpOV7'L cVfLcpopac, 

7TA1JCEL 'TE 7T(Xcav ya'iav alcxtc'TwV A6ywv. 

The obvious way of avoiding this contradiction is to assume that 

Phaedra is ignorant of Hippolytus' oath. It takes much imagination, I 

think, to conceive of Phaedra as listening to Hippolytus' speech with

out believing that this profoundly pious man will abide by the oath 

of secrecy he has sworn to the Nurse. The fatal feature in Hippolytus 
is indeed his single-mindedness and firmness of principle, and Phae

dra, who is the most clear-sighted character in the play, would hardly 

call in question the sincerity of this statement by Hippolytus (656-58): 

It It is well brought out by Macchaei, op.cit. (supra n.19), how Euripides helps us to judge 

the acts of the dramatis personae by using moral terms such as cw.ppwv, cw.ppocVvq, al~c 

alcxUV11. £v/C,\njc and c£p.vOc ironically. 

13 See quotation on pp. 314-15 
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.,. ~, " (J "" f3' , Y , €U u tC £, TOUfl.OV C E"UC€ E"C C't'':.H, yvva£· 

, , ,., f) ~".I.. • 'f) 
H p:1J yap OPKO£C E"WV a'fpaKTOC Tlpe 7JV, 

OUK <Xv TrOT' €cxOV f£~ OU Tal)' igEL1TEW TraTpt. 

His previous declaration that only his tongue and not his mind is 

bound by the oath (612) she would put down to his excitell1ent and 

anger in the beginning of the scene. 24 

To gloss over the inconsistency between Phaedra's statell1ent and 

Hippolytus' oath by arbitrary psychological observations, as Barrett 

does (p.291f), is not good enough: "The whole passage is spoken in 

a white heat of anger and distress, and she thinks only of the two 

essentials of her disaster: the collapse of her marriage (690) and the 

destruction of her good name (692)." Our principal duty as critics is 

to verify that Phaedra has overheard Hippolytus' speech; we are not 

allowed to postulate that she has been listening to him and then try 

to explain away, by subtle psychological reasoning, the piece of evi

dence which weighs against our theory. 

It seems to me that Barrett's whole discussion of Hippolytus' long 

speech (616-68) suffers from the preconception that Phaedra is present 

on the stage and that Hippolytus is conscious that she is. On this as

sumption the speech works up to a climax in 662 where Hippolytus, 

after having denounced Phaedra under cover of generalizations, 

suddenly mentions her in an apparent afterthought. Needless to say, 

on Barrett's interpretation everything which follows Kat cV Kat Ole-

1TOLVa e-,} must becoll1e a gross anticlimax. This is also the conclusion 

Barrett draws, using it as his main argument for the excision of line 

663: "it would be rhetorically ruinous to descend again from that 

climax to the unimportant Nurse." Barrett also seeks to throw doubt 

on the authenticity of lines 664-68, but his argument against them 

boils down to a vague feeling that they are lame after the poignant 

reference to Phaedra. In support of his suspicion Barrett repeats 

Valckenaer's assertion, "ad odium, quo mulieres prosequebatur, 

significandum nihil versus addunt sequentes, qui mihi saltern hoc in 

loco valde frigidi videntur." 

Admittedly it would add to the aesthetic thrill of the audience if 

Hippolytus under cover of generalizations were damning Phaedra 

u Knox's (op.cit. [supra n.lO] 13) interpretation of Hippolytus' speech has much to re

commend it: "Hippolytus launches on his passionate denunciation of women. The violence 

of his speech relieves the passion which made him ignore his oath, and he ends his speech 

with a promise to keep silence, eiro: a' EeOP.O c'T6p.o: (660)." 
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without addressing her at all. But in the first place aesthetic effect is a 

highly dubious criterion in literary criticism. Secondly, such an irony 

on Hippolytus' part would surely be incompatible with the very care

ful character portrayal we find in this play. A Theseus is capable of 

this kind of irony and crafty diatribes, as he demonstrates when he 

later stands face to face with his son (916ff). Hippolytus, on the other 

hand, for all his agitation and anger, could be nothing but undis

sembling and ingenuous when faced by other people. Hippolytus' 

ingenuousness is shown in his conversation with the servant in the 

prologue (88ff). It is characteristic that Hippolytus agrees with his 

interlocutor on each point without being able to see that the matter 

at issue here is his own arrogant attitude. Likewise I think that his 

stubborn adherence to the oath when his life is at stake should be 

connected with his ingenuousness and lack of social intuition. Hence 

we should see Hippolytus' denunciation of the Nurse as an important 

stage in the delineation of his character. In this speech his mono

maniacal puritanism and his lack of social adaptability assume a 

grotesque shape. As compared to its importance as an indicator of 

character, the contribution of this speech to the evolution of the plot 

is slight. Hippolytus feels offended by what he believes to be Phaedra's 

and the Nurse's joint proposal (there is no reason to assume that the 

Nurse has found time to explain the truth of the matter to Hippo

lytus) and launches out in a general condemnation of all women, 

thereby furnishing proof both of his extreme prudishness and of his 

rigid dogmatism. Only in the last part of the speech does Hippolytus 

proceed to attack directly the only representative of the accursed sex 

present on the stage, namely the Nurse (651). The absent Phaedra is 

referred to only in a subordinate clause, which I find hard to conceive 

of as the climax of the speech. 

If there is a climax it should rather be found in Hippolytus' last 

challenging remark about the necessity of teaching women cw

CPPOV':LV (667-68). Even though these words are tied up with the whole 

argument in Hippolytus' speech, we will no doubt understand them 

on a different level since they, as suggested above, must be regarded 

as part of the playwright's continuous preoccupation with cwcppocvVTJ 

and cWcppOV':LV in this play. They are in fact the only part of Hippoly

tus' diatribe which should not be attributed to his particular disposi

tion and which, so to speak, has an objective value. 

Now one may argue, as has been intimated by some critics, that 
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Phaedra is present on the stage without Hippolytus noticing it. Then 

one is spared from having to accept that the naive and ingenuous 

Hippolytus suddenly starts excelling in sarcasm and irony. But this 

solution lays itself open to the same objection as that of Matthaei and 

that of Grene: it is not capable of explaining how Phaedra can listen 
to Hippolytus' mention of the oath without taking any notice of it. 

If one assumes that Phaedra exits at line 600, one also has to explain 

why she returns at 6S0. After having announced in 599-600 that death 

is the only cure for the ills that encompass her, no one expects her to 

appear on stage again. Such an unexpected appearance by the main 

character, however, is paralleled in another tragedy. In Ajax, Ajax 

announces that he must die and goes into his tent. When the Chorus 

sing in anticipation of his death (59Sft), no one expects to see him 

again. But the doors open and Ajax comes out again to deliver a 

speech about time and change. Admittedly Phaedra's mission on 

stage is rather trivial compared to that of Ajax, who, on the threshold 

of death, feels impelled to ponder the conditions of mankind. Medea, 

which also provides an example of the main character's hesitation to 

carry out her plan, is possibly a better parallel. In a long and splendid 

monologue (1021-S0) Medea wavers in her resolution to kill her own 

children inside the house and follows them with these unequivocal 

words (1079£): 

() 'C:-' , -, - f3' ' VfLOC OE KpELCCWV TWV EfLWV OVI\EVfLfXTWV, 

~ I " "'" Q ~ 
OC7T€P fL€YLCTWV fXLTLOC KfXKWV fJPOTOLC. 

We feel convinced that when she reenters she will have killed her 

children, but after the choral song she comes back to get information 

about her other plot (1116ft} It is only after another lengthy scene 

that she exits to do the murder (1250). Phaedra, too, returns because 

there are other things on her mind besides her own death. She wishes 

to lecture the Nurse for what she has done and to tell about her 

resolve to wreak vengeance on her stepson. 

There is one remark by Hippolytus which seems to speak in favour 

of the traditional view that Phaedra is present on stage during his 

abuse of the female sex. When he at a later stage, ignorant of Phae

dra's treacherous tablets, faces his father and learns about Phaedra's 

death, he exclaims (905-OS): 

" I.... ,~ I (J' t..... , 
€a, TL XP7]fLa; C7]V oa/Lap opw, 7TaT€p, 

I , (J' ''''. "1: 
V€KPOV' /L€YLCTOV aV/LaTOC TOO a~LOV' 
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" • ,"\ " .J.. I Ir:, 'TJv apnwc €/\E"t7TOV. 'TJ ."MC TOO€ 
" I __ \ , , r:, I 

OV7TW XPOVOV 7TaJlaWV €tC€O€PK€TO. 

This seems prima facie to imply that Hippolytus has just left Phaedra, 

and since no other meeting between the two occurs in the play, the 

scene we have discussed above must be the one Hippolytus has in 

mind. Smith argues convincingly, however, that Hippolytus' utter

ance is the H conventional response to the shock of seeing Phaedra 

dead." What takes up Hippolytus' interest here is the shortness of 

time since he saw Phaedra alive. Barrett claims (p.336) that Hippol

ytus uses the imperfect lA€t7TOV because he is picturing to himself the 

moment when he left her on stage. But surely the two verbs in the 

imperfect tense in this paragraph, ;A€L7TOV and €lc€8/pK€TO, both serve 

the purpose of stressing the fact that Phaedra was alive only a short 

time ago. Hippolytus is stunned by the sight of her dead body and ex

presses his consternation in a perfectly natural way: HIt is not long 

since I used to see her; she was no long time ago looking on this light 

of day." I disagree with Smith, however, when he claims that Hippol

ytus, if he wanted to draw attention to a specific act of leaving, would 

have said apTlwc MAoL7Ta or ;AE"tt/Ja. If the aorist were the appropriate 

tense, it would have to be ;AL7Tov; but the imperfect ;A€L7TOV would be 

the natural tense to use for a particular act of leaving. On the whole 

Hippolytus' statement is vague, and that is why it has been misinter

preted by so many critics. But this vagueness serves a structural pur

pose: it confirms Theseus in his suspicion that Hippolytus has made 

free with Phaedra. 

I do not think that this speech (or any other of those discussed in this 

essay) has any weight as evidence that Phaedra is actually seen by 

Hippolytus during his conversation with the Nurse. And, needless to 

say, this speech can lend no support to the theory that Phaedra is 

present on stage without Hippolytus' being aware of it. I take it that 

Phaedra reenters the stage only after the Nurse, provoked by Hippol

ytus' violent attack on her, has sung the lament 669-79. 
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